INTRODUCTION
It has often been hypothesized that natural selection will elect those foraging patterns in a species that are most economical. Thus, a careful scrutiny of existing behaviors should indicate some tendency to optimal strategies in the foraging procedure. Intuitively, this is an appealing working hypothesis; its usefulness, however, depends on how good the ecologist's guesses are regarding the nature of costs, benefits, and constraints in a given situation. When the latter are judiciously conceived, rather simple theoretical relations concerning the breadth of the diet can be constructed (MacArthur and Pianka 1966 , Emlen 1966 , Schoener 1969 . To date, models of this sort have been employed primarily in qualitative ways regarding the economics of a species' behavior. Here we look at some predictions of such a model in quantitative terms.
We are concerned with prey selection by fishes, primarily the bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus). The bluegill is very general in both the array of invertebrate species it consumes and the habitats where it forages (Keast 1970) . It can be demonstrated, however, that considerable selection occurs in regard to the particle size of food taken. We have noted this both in the field (Hall et al. 1970) and in laboratory experiments showing an inverse 1 Manuscript received May 4, 1973; accepted January 23, 1974. Contribution No. 250 relationship between prey size and mortality rate. A similar pattern has been described for several other fishes (e.g., Ivlev 1961 , Galbraith 1967 , Brooks 1968 .
The importance of food size also appears repeatedly in the literature on growth in fishes. Growth rate differences have been correlated with food size in field (e.g., Parker and Larkin 1959, LeCren 1958) and laboratory studies (Paloheimo and Dickie 1966) . In bluegill populations we found that three-fold differences in individual growth rates were related to the abundance of food particles larger than 0.01 mg dry weight (Hall et al. 1970) . Most authors attribute these differences to relative foraging efficiencies, but the data rarely provide any insight on this aspect of the problem.
Size selection of prey and foraging efficiency concern the same basic questions and bear importantly on fitness in fish. In our examination of the bluegill, we develop a simple model demonstrating optimal prey choice and laboratory experiments designed to test predictions of the model. THEORY A broad review of the large literature exploring foraging patterns from the perspective of optimal behavior can be found in Schoener (1971) . Here we use the optimality principle in setting up a model for the size selection of prey. We essentially follow the development of MacArthur and Pianka (1966) except for minor differences in how prey are presumed to differ. A more detailed discussion and development of the model can be found in Werner (1972) . The problem is to choose an optimal breadth of diet when prey of different sizes are available in different relative densities. The bluegill feeds by patrolling the environment and handling each prey individually. Most of these prey are not pursued and being small relative to the predator are simply swallowed intact. Thus, over a considerable range of prey sizes (e.g., the zooplankton to which we will restrict our attention here) the handling time per particle is constant which we designate k.
Further, we assume that the environment is unlimited and treated in a fine-grained fashion by the predator. Search time, T,, is defined as the time required to encounter a given frequency distribution (f[x]) of different sized prey, where x is prey weight or biomass f(x) is not a probability density function; symbols are defined in Table 1 . Thus, for instance, T. is the time required to search a weed bed and encounter [f 1(x) dx] items if the predator does not stop and handle any of the prey encountered. The upper bound on the size of items in the diet (i.e., that available) is denoted by b. Since handling time per item is constant, the fish should never pass up a large item, and should include smaller items only if overall efficiency is thereby increased.
More precisely, if f(x) is defined over the interval [a,b] as in Fig. 1 , the biomass (B) gained from an arbitrary diet chosen from the distribution encountered is
where a is the dummy variable of integration. The cost, in time, for obtaining this diet will be the search time (T,) plus the handling time incurred. Handling time will be k times the number (N) of items handled, where
The ratio of time to biomass consumed (i.e., a cost/benefit ratio) is then The optimal breadth of diet is given by the value of x which minimizes R. This is obtained by differentiating (3) with respect to x and setting the derivative equal to 0. Since f(x) is assumed defined over [a,b] the derivative is 0 only when
Several relations of interest can be seen from this formulation. Substituting N and B in (4) for simplicity (recognizing that the lower limit varies with x) and rearranging gives B N + Tl/k ( where x is the lower bound on the optimal diet. Thus, increases in search time broaden the diet as seen in Fig. 2. An increase in handling time diminishes the effect of T8 and therefore results in a decrease in diet breadth. As expected, the optimum diet depends in part upon the way prey are distributed, i.e., the relative rates at which biomass and numbers accumulate as x recedes from b. For instance, particular values of T. and k will have a greater effect on the curves in Fig. 2 when large items are rare since B and N will be small initially (i.e., x near b). If B and N are relatively large initially, as in the case where prey of all sizes are equally abundant, T8/k will be swamped out relatively much quicker. In Fig. 3 , x is plotted against T, for distributions of different form.
Further, we see from (5) that
T, + kN k
The ratio on the left is actually the reciprocal of the time to biomass ratio set up in (3). According to (6) the return (biomass) per time unit under optimal diet is equal to the biomass of the smallest prey taken divided by the handling time per particle. For a given x, the return/time will fall on a line with slope 1/k and intercept at the origin. Clearly, a change in breadth of diet is energetically more significant to a predator consuming prey which require little handling time.
Generalizations like these can be obtained in some form from most all optimal foraging models. In this case, however, the model is in a form that immediately lends itself to testing on a real system. Because the preference ranking of prey by the fish seems to follow the simple criterion expressed in the model, a more abstract formulation of preference is not needed. Ultimately, our ability to test relations like these would seem to depend on retaining the simplicity in such models when confronting the real system. We can now look critically at the sizeselection of prey by the bluegill in light of an optimal diet hypothesis.
EXPERIMENTATION
The theory relies on a static analysis where the prey environment is assumed to be unlimited and unchanging. This simplifies the construction of theory but unfortunately to set up parallel experimental conditions would require a large commitment of time and space. We have approximated the theoretical conditions by performing feeding experiments over very short time intervals. In this way it is possible to use small pools and specifically count the prey distributions to be used. Thus, the experiment must be ended before the prey distribution is grossly distorted or the pattern of size selection exhibited by the fish changes. Comparisons are then made between the prey sizes consumed by the fish and those encountered in the environment.
We are interested in the relation between diet breadth and search time demonstrated in the theory. Search time is easily manipulated in this system by varying the overall abundance of prey (e.g., while holding proportions constant). In order to compare results of these experiments with predictions of the model, however, we must first be able to determine x, f(x), T8 and k in our system. Prey size (x) is simply measured as dry weight biomass. A series of experiments enables us to determine the relative visibility of the different sizes of prey used and hence their effective proportions. This is necessary to obtain f(x). We next indicate how the costs, T8 and k, are measured and finally present experiments where search time is varied. The patterns of size selection obtained in the latter experiments are then compared to the predictions of the model.
Materials and methods
The bluegills were seined from lakes in southwestern Michigan or obtained from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources. They were held in large indoor pools until used and fed zooplankton from local lakes when available and lean ground beef otherwise.
Because it is easily cultured and attains a relatively large size, Daphnia magna was used as prey in all experiments. Size classes were obtained by gently washing the Daphnia through a series of four standard brass sieves with screen openings of 2, 1, 0.84 and 0.5 mm. Since Daphnia grow in discrete size intervals or instars, the sieving procedure provided four size classes which were easily distinguishable by eye. The sieving did not appear to harm or impair the animals in any way. The size classes were then washed from the screens into beakers. By drawing a sample into a large pipette, the individuals could be counted and prey populations constructed of the proportions desired for a given experiment. A sample of each size class was taken to obtain length and dry weight characters. Length was taken as the distance from the tip of the head to base of the caudal spine. Weights were obtained on a Cahn electrobalance after drying 25 to 200 specimens on a weighing pan at 60'C for 5 to 7 days. These data are presented in Table 2 .
The experiments were performed in circular pools. commercially available as children's wading pools. 1.3-1.7 m in diameter and 15-28 cm deep. Ten fish of approximately the same size were placed in the pools at least 24 h in advance of an experiment to acclimate to the surroundings. The fish generally ranged from 70 mm to 80 mm total length (the mean + SE was 73.5 ? .06). All animals were starved for 24 h to standardize hunger. Ten fish were used in an experiment since this led to more normal feeding behavior. If only one or a few fish were used, the feeding procedure often frightened them and produced erratic results. The designated prey population was then introduced and distributed about the pool by hand mixing the water. The fish were accustomed to being fed in this manner and, as long as there were a number of fish in the pool, would boldly advance toward the experimenter stirring in the prey. An investigator observed the experiment from a platform 12 ft above the pool and noted when the fish began feeding. The fish were permitted to feed for a predetermined amount of time (discussed later) and were netted and sacrificed. Stomach contents were examined immediately to minimize digestion of the prey.
A number of pilot experiments not reported here were performed to arrive at combinations of pool size, number of fish, and duration of experiment that assured a constant selection pattern during the experiment (i.e., the prey distribution is not distorted to the point that the fish changes its prey selection accordingly). Because the work was carried out in a greenhouse at different temperatures, activity levels in the fish and therefore experimental duration were affected. These times, ranging from 5 min to 30 s, are reported with the temperatures in the results.
The effective density of prey Ecologists commonly compare the distribution of prey in the stomach of a predator to that sampled from the environment in order to make inferences regarding food preferences or availabilities. The obvious problem with this sort of analysis is to distinguish satisfactorily what foods were available but passed up, from those in the environment but not really available or encountered. We have attempted to eliminate some of these problems by using a single prey species in a simple environment. Thus, the role of body size is not confounded with factors such as different morphologies, movement patterns, and environmental complexity, which also influence relative availability or frequency of encounter. Body size, however, clearly will influence visibility and therefore the effective density of a given size class. Since the theory is concerned with a choice of diet breadth based on the prey actually encountered (i.e., f[x]), we must determine the effective proportions of prey in this system.
The visual field of fish is roughly spherical with about a 200 posterior blind segment (depending, of course, on body conformation; Trevarthen 1968 , Protasov 1968 . Not all of this field is used with similar effectiveness in locating prey; naturally the binocular region appears to be heavily relied on. So long as the field is used in a similar manner for detecting different size prey, however, a ratio of the field volumes computed as spheres should indicate the relative visibility of the various prey sizes.
To determine these ratios reactive distance was measured for each prey size. Fish from the experimental populations were isolated in a 1 -m X 12-cm X 12-cm trough. Light and water clarity were similar to the experimental conditions. The fish were starved for 24 h and then single prey were introduced out of the visual range of the fish. The distance from which the prey was first detected was noted. The mean (? SE) distance of reaction for Class I is 51.5 ? 1.8 cm; Class II, 40.8 + 1.5; Class III, 35.4 + 1.5; and Class IV, 24.6 + 1.4. The majority of observations originated from two fish but a number of others tested showed similar results.
In the pools the fish searched from about middepth so the reaction distances all considerably exceed the distance to the surface or bottom. In fact, except for Class IV in the large pool, all reaction distances exceed the pool depths. In this case then, the appropriate visual field ratios are for volumes of spheres cut by two parallel planes. By definite integral this volume is found to equal 27r a(r2 -a/3), where r is the radius and a the distance from middepth to the surface or bottom. The ratios of these volumes relative to that of Class I are (I-IV respectively), 1, 0.63, 0.47 and 0.22. The difference in these values for the two pool sizes is always < 0.02.
By the theory, at extremely low densities prey should be taken as encountered (i.e., T. large, equation 5). Ivlev (1961) has amassed a large amount of experimental evidence with fish supporting this contention by showing that electivity approaches zero with decreasing prey density. If relative visibility is the main factor determining the effective proportions in our system, then fish offered a uniform distribution at low density will consume prey in the ratios given earlier. Four pilot experiments were set up to test this hypothesis; two each at 25 and 50 prey per size class. The ratios of numbers eaten in each size class to that of Class I did not differ at the two densities (Table 3) . The means of all four experiments are (Classes I-IV respectively), 1, 0.83 + 0.1, 0.54 + 0.04, and 0.27 + 0.1.
Only Class II deviates very much from the theoretical ratios. It appears that the discrepancy is caused by permitting the fish to feed too long. By the end of the experiments virtually all of Class I was eaten. As a result the distribution was biased to the smaller classes, particularly II; i.e., more prey of Class II appeared in the diet than would be expected with an unchanging distribution.
In a second series of experiments precautions were taken to prevent this bias. These experiments were ended within 1 to 3 min to check that the selection pattern was consistent through time. Seven experiments showed consistent results at each duration (Table 4) . In these the numbers of smaller prey were compensated according to the reciprocal of the ratios obtained in the initial experiments, i.e., so that the effective distribution should be uniform. Thus, the visibility hypothesis can be tested under a distribution of different form. The prey populations were constructed from a base of 25 of Class I, and therefore consisted of 25, 30, 46, and 93 prey of I-IV respectively. If the ratios from the pilot experiments are correct, the fish should then encounter prey sizes in equal proportions. The means of the ratios for the seven experiments were as follows (I-IV respectively), 1, 0.86 + 0.1, 0.96 + 0.2, and 1.05 + 0.2.
The values for III and IV are very close to the expected ratio of 1 and bear out the good agreement of the original and theoretical ratios. Class II is underrepresented in the diet because the original ratio of 0.83 was too high for the reasons given earlier. If we compute the ratio for Class II based is very close to that found for III and IV, which appear to hold very well. For the purposes of this paper, then, we will assume the visual field ratios to be 1, 0.71, 0.54 and 0.27. With these data it is possible to estimate f(x) or the proportions of different size prey encountered by a fish given the actual proportions placed in the environment.
The assessment of costs
The currency used in the theory was time and some estimate must be made of costs in these terms. To measure handling time, fish which had been deprived of food for 24 h were isolated in aquaria. Prey were introduced into these aquaria both individually and in groups. Handling time was measured with a stop watch and taken to be the time from strike until searching recommenced. Virtually no pursuit is necessary when fish are capturing cladocerans and thus handling time is quite short. Handling time tends to increase as hunger declines, but these experiments are too short for this complication to be significant.
From 12 to 24 observations, divided between two fish (67 and 70 mm), were made for each prey size. The mean handling time (+ SE) for sizes I-IV respectively were 1.26 ? 0.1, 1.17 -+ 0.1, 1.23 + 0.1, and 1.02 + 0.1 s. A mean value of 1.2 s will be used as the handling time per particle (k) in the considerations which follow.
Search time is much more difficult to quantify, since we are interested in how long it takes to find a given array of prey, whether they are eaten or not. With two assumptions we can arrive at search time (T,) indirectly. First, we assume a fish takes all of the Class I (largest) individuals encountered. Secondly, we must assume all time not spent handling prey was spent searching. Since the experiments were run for short periods with hungry fish, neither of these assumptions is unrealistic. Large Daphnia are never passed up unless the fish is absolutely satiated; it appeared from the platform that the fish actively searched during the experiment. Ivlev (1961) has also noted the strong preference shown by fish for the largest prey available.
The mean number of prey (all sizes) eaten per fish for a given experiment was multiplied by the handling time to obtain total time spent handling prey. This was subtracted from the duration of the experiment to obtain the search time. The frequency distribution of prey (f[x]) seen in this interval of search time was reconstructed on the basis of the mean number of Class I prey eaten per fish. The numbers of prey encountered in the other categories can be estimated using the relative visibility ratios.
The patterns of size selection
All elements of the model can now be estimated and used to predict the optimal breadth of diet for a given experiment. We can therefore proceed to experiments where prey selection is considered as we systematically vary search time (T,). Accordingly, prey distributions were offered over a considerable range of densities and the patterns of selection observed.
This series of experiments was performed when temperatures were somewhat higher in the greenhouse and with only three prey sizes (I, II, and IV) to reduce the work of counting prey. Because of these changes we repeated experiments at low prey densities, i.e., where no selection occurs but prey are taken as encountered. Since activity levels of the fish were much higher because of the temperature change, i.e., feeding was more rapid, experiments were shorter. As a consequence fish at low prey densities captured very few prey, often only two to three prey per fish. Because this introduces a considerable sampling variation, eight repilcate experiments were performed. A uniform distribution (equal numbers of each class) was used in all experiments except these eight at low density. In the latter the prey population offered was constructed to give a uniform effective distribution (prorated from 20 of Class I), because the expectation of encountering a Class-IV prey otherwise was quite small and introduced further variation. These differences in no way hinder comparisons with the model as long as appropriate f(x) functions are used in each case.
The results of these eight experiments at low prey density indicate that the fish are nonselective and take prey as theoretically encountered (Table 5 ). The ratios in the stomachs (I, II, and IV respectively) were 1, 0.9 + 0.1, and 0.9 + 0.2. These values are not significantly different from 1, the result expected if prey are simply eaten in the proportions that they are seen.
At higher prey densities the fish consumed more prey, and as a result the variation between fish and between experiments dropped markedly. Therefore fewer experiments are needed to demonstrate a given selection pattern. A uniform distribution was offered, and thus, the effective distribution will be 1, 0.71, and 0.27, as indicated earlier. Four experiments were performed at intermediate densities; one at 50, two at 75, and one at 200 prey per class. Similar selection patterns were obtained in three of these experiments, where a large number of I and II were eaten in very nearly expected proportions-to the virtual exclusion of Class IV. In one of the experiments at 75 prey per class three fish ate only Class I and biased the results considerably. If the seven other fish alone are considered, the number eaten per fish and the proportions concur with the results of the other three experiments (Table 6) .
Two experiments were performed at still higher densities of 300 and 350 prey per class. The results of the two experiments were practically identical and indicate a strong selection for Class I (Table 6 ).
The significance of these patterns is best demonstrated in comparison with the relative visibility The duration of an experiment can be found in the preceding tables. Superimposed on the histograms of mean number eaten is a stippled area representing the expected numbers in the stomch if items were eaten as encountered. These were computed from the visual field ratios using the number of Class IV actually eaten as a base. Thus a deviation from the expected shows positive selection for that size class. profile. For this purpose we compute from the average number of Class IV eaten per fish the expected representation of I and II if prey are taken as encountered (i.e., no size selection). The expected numbers are shown as the stippled area in Fig. 4 for the experimental distributions used in each case. The total histograms are the mean number of each size class eaten per fish. Experiments at equivalent densities are combined and an average used. The experiments represented in Fig. 4 are grouped in the three panels by selection pattern. Those experiments presented in panel (a) were designed to provide a uniform effective distribution of prey. There is clearly very little deviation from that in the stomachs. The fish therefore exhibited no selection at this density of prey. In panel (b) if no selection occurred we would expect the proportions in the stomach to be 1, 0.71, and 0.27, since a uniform distribution was offered. In fact the smallest prey (IV) is neglected by the fish; 80% of the fish over all experiments contained no Class IV at all. The proportions of Classes I and II in the stomach are close to that of the expected encounter ratios; the numbers of II being only slightly under that predicted. This pattern is repeated with high fidelity over a range of densities from 50 to 200 prey per class. Thus the fish are selecting the larger two prey sizes in contrast to the pattern seen in panel (a). The remaining two experiments in panel (c) showed a marked dominance of Class I in the stomachs. The results again are very repeatable from one experiment to the next.
We have shown, then, that we can force the bluegill to change its diet breadth by essentially eliminating one size class at a time. We have done this by manipulating primarily the density of prey in the environment and therefore search time. It is not clear how discrete the changes in diet will be as prey abundance changes. The proportion of II at high densities is much reduced, though not as sharply as was the case with IV in going from low to intermediate densities. This may be due in part to the fact that the size difference between I and II is not as great as that between II and IV. Or, perhaps over a range of densities proportions in the diet will change gradually: this may explain the fair number of Class II eaten at high densities. On the other hand, the stability of the pattern over considerable ranges of density, as shown in panel (b), may indicate a more discrete shift in diet. Overall, however, the trend in selection follows the theory. Moreover, the bluegill can adjust the breadth of diet to prevailing conditions literally after some few seconds exposure to a prey population, and this is of obvious adaptive advantage. These data are generally in accord with the results of Ivlev (1961) . He held relative densities constant and demonstrated that electivity by carp increased as absolute density of the prey population was increased. It is not possible to determine from his data, however, if prey are eliminated from the diet in sequence by profitability.
Comparisons with the theory
It now remains to demonstrate quantitatively that the changes in diet are related to the costs associated with foraging. The results of each experiment provide an estimate of a prey distribution seen by a fish and the requisite search time. The handling time and prey weights are also available. Using a discrete version of the theory presented earlier, we can determine from these data the optimal breadth of diet for this system.
In order to facilitate the comparison with the model, all of the experimental data are scaled to give the search time for a standard distribution based on 10 prey of Class I. Thus, search time (T8) was computed for each experiment as detailed earlier and scaled by (T,/number Class I eaten) 10 giving the search time for the encounter of a distribution based on 10 prey of Class I. The differences between experiments, then, are reduced to two matters: the search time and the selection pattern. The appropriate relative abundances (f(x)) based on 10 Class-I prey were substituted in the model along with the handling time and prey weights to determine the theoretical points where diet breadth should change as search time increases. These points are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5 , which offers the comparison of experimental results with these predictions. The search time for the standard distribution was determined for each experiment and plotted in Fig. 5 against the selection pattern (a, b, and c of  Fig. 4) . In each case the selection pattern exhibited in the experiments falls within the region where that pattern is deemed optimal by the theory. At least under these conditions it appears that the mechanisms of size selection in the bluegill are integrated so as to allocate time expenditure optimally in feeding with respect to the biomass (energy) consumed.
The relation of search time to density in the environment is of interest in this light. In Fig. 6 we have plotted T, (search time) against density for the experiments at 18'-250C. The relation is strongly concave. Observations from the platform indicated that the rate of movement and general intensity of search was much greater at the higher densities. At low densities the fish moved slowly and very deliberately in short runs of 4-6 body lengths with a definite pause in between. At high densities the fish rushed wildly about pausing only instantaneously. This is another indication that the fish are treating these densities very differently and a more extensive study should provide insight on the mechanisms of size selection and the searching procedure. The densities used in these experiments are low relative to published field data for zooplankton, though the prey, particularly Classes I and II, are considerably larger than found in most limnetic situations.
DISCUSSION
The theory concerning optimal foraging has proved useful in qualitatively interpreting certain results from the field and has contributed fundamentally to the theory of species distributions and numbers (MacArthur 1972) . Most optimal foraging models proposed fall in the realm of qualitative mathematics; their usefulness in a quantitative sense is controversial. Usually the models are considered too simple and general to apply to actual situations. As MacArthur (1972) notes, the naturalist's intuition and experience with the organisms is needed to judge the suitability of these efforts. This intuition should be used to match the tractability of simple models to appropriate real situations in order that direct tests of the theory can be managed. This will greatly aid in delimiting the important costs to an animal. Possibly, as Schoener (1972) has suggested, a family of such simple (i.e., tractable) models of a particular phenomenon, which adequately handle limited situations, will be the best approach to the complexity of these problems.
Our primary purpose was to demonstrate that the theory may account for the size selection of prey by fishes. Moreover, this system was simple enough that a quantitative test of the theory was possible. Our rationale was that the bluegill in a typical lit- toral habitat probably sees prey in any quantity only for a short time at dawn and dusk. At these times many of the prey are active in the water column; during periods when light intensities are higher the prey are less active or in the sediments. Thus, time is likely to be a very important cost in the economics of feeding. Even in the spring and early summer when food is more abundant, breeding activities are very time-consuming (e.g., Clark and Keenleyside 1967) and compete with foraging time. This study indicates that the bluegill is keenly responsive to the time required to search for and handle prey. Thus, the time budget alone may provide a good first approximation in gaining insight on the economics of prey choice by fish.
We used a much simplified system to demonstrate that diet breadth changed with search time. A large number of factors will complicate this picture; most, however, can be conceived of as affecting either search time or the effective density of prey, and these in no way limit the implications of the theory. For instance, changes in light intensity will alter the relative visibility of prey. A decrease in light (or increase in turbidity) may act as a relative refuge for larger prey because attenuation of contrast will make them relatively less visible than before (Lythgoe 1966) .
Temperature effects can also be important. At the same prey density and distribution an increased diet breadth at 140 over that at 230C is shown (e.g., Tables 3 and 6 may be compared at 50 prey per class). In both cases if time budgets are constructed the selection patterns correspond to that predicted by the model. The fish at lower temperatures simply search more slowly, and the diet breadth is adjusted so that time allocation is optimal under these conditions. Results of this sort may point to interactions of time and energy expenditure as costs. Wohlschlag and Juliano (1959) in a study of the seasonal metabolism of the bluegill hypothesized that the increase in expenditure over standard metabolism for comparable swimming activity is relatively much greater at the colder temperatures in the range where we are working. Energy expenditure may set limits on the searching rate; within these limits it is clearly advantageous to allocate time optimally. Unfortunately our data here are not extensive.
The structure of the environment, both temporally and spatially, will also have a marked effect on diet breadth. It is likely that the bluegill's diet breadth changes considerably during a day, with the periods of increased and decreased availability of invertebrates much as Orians and Horn's (1969) blackbirds. Physical structure in the environment will decrease searching effectiveness and consequently broaden the diet; little is known about this effect, however. Glass (1971) has demonstrated an increased expenditure for return when largemouth bass prey on guppies in environments made successively more complex with wooden dowels.
All evidence also points to a patchiness of prey in space. The immediate response of the bluegill to different conditions with which it had no previous experience would indicate that the fish could adjust the diet while moving through patches of different quality. Depending on the pattern of the environment, however, this strategy may be inefficient. It is easy to envision cases where poor areas should be passed over and only the more profitable patches searched (e.g., MacArthur and Pianka 1966) . No doubt factors such as patch size and distribution will influence diet breadth or patch utilization pattern. Problems of scale as they pertain to these questions should be investigated.
These features show how sensitive niche breadth on the food dimension can be to environmental changes. This, of course, is an important consideration in developing theories of limiting similarity (MacArthur and Levins 1967) and species packing. The possibility that we can begin to predict the diet of the bluegill from simple predicates is important in this respect. This will enable us to explore more precisely questions of overlap in the diet both between species and between size classes of the same species. This should provide some quantitative notions of tolerable overlap that could be compared for different environments. With some work on effective density and searching rates in the limnetic zone these sorts of analyses could be of immediate use. To effectively explore cases where the benthos is foraged or other situations where larger food is consumed, we need more information on the maximum prey size a fish can consume and the relation between prey size, fish size, and handling time. Our current study of these relations for several species of the Centrarchidae may enable a much broader application of the theory.
